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                We can sometimes hear that being better than others at doing

something is wrong. It is thought we ought to be equal and if you are passionate

about something you should not show off and be careful not to push somebody

aside. Why cannot we share our hobby with the rest of the world? It could be

misunderstood.

               Another interesting fact is a 'head start'. Everyone faces it very often. We

cannot be guilty we have some abilities that others do not own. Being skilled and

experienced is a worthy feature nowadays. Our determination to achieve success

is a completely natural way of thinking. In the past people had to be determined

to survive. Nowadays we do not have to bother about hunting for food or stay

awake at night to watch out for danger. 

           The stress that stays with us everywhere is a huge factor of mental

breakdowns and depression. If you are focused on your goal, people will

comment you are a workaholic and the only aspect of your life is money. If you

are a full-time mother and you take care of children, clean the whole house, do all

the household chores, show  support for the people you love, it can be lovely for

you, but there will be humans who would say: what a lazy woman, she does not

want to work and only stays at home etc. 

               To conclude, do not worry about what others think about you!

*eat someone’s lunch - US, informal : to outdo or defeat someone or something very badly 

HAVE YOU EVER
EATEN SOMEONE'S

LUNCH? 
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Zuzanna Jędrzejczyk II Bg



Modern Art
 

Nowadays, many teenagers are not interested in art. In my case, this
state of affairs persisted due to a lack of knowledge about it.

Fortunately, our schoolmate Olivia came to help, presenting many
topics in the field of art as part of an English project.

The first artist who appeared at her presentation was Ai Weiwei. He is a
Chinese architect who participated in the construction of the national
stadium in Beijing. He was passionate about art. He created many eye-

catching works such as Sunflower Seeds. 
Another surprising creator was Felix Gonzalez-Torres. He was known
for his installations and sculptures in which he used materials such as
light bulbs and candy wrappers. At the presentation, we saw many of

his works that will certainly be remembered for a long time.
Then we continued with Yayoi Kusama, who I think is a very surprising
figure. She created many amazing installations. I have the impression
that she is the reason I started reading about art. She amazed me with

her works. I assume she will also attract your attention.
The last artist was Mark Rothko, whose work I unfortunately do not yet
understand. Most of his works resemble the works of a preschooler, but
I know that there is a deep psychological meaning behind it, which I will

try to discover. 
Summarizing, the presentation was great and it was the reason I
became attracted to art. I am sure I am not the only one in this.  

Kamil Lesiński,
IIDg 

 



Spray-painted subway cars, walls covered with murals - graffiti is popping up in our

cities. It can express identity, empowerment, and yet be associated with destruction.

And it turns out that this is nothing new. Graffiti, the act of writing or scribbling on

public property, has been around for thousands of years, and over that time it has

raised the same questions we are debating now: Is it art? Is it vandalism?

In the first century BC, Romans regularly inscribed messages on public walls. In

Pompeii, ordinary citizens regularly marked public walls with magical incantations,

prose about unrequited love, and political campaign slogans. Some, including the

Greek philosopher Plutarch, found graffiti ridiculous and meaningless.

The term vandalism did not appear until several centuries later, as a result of

opposition to the destruction of art during the French Revolution. Graffiti became

increasingly associated with deliberate rebellion and provocativeness, and it took on

the label of vandalism.

Today, many graffiti artists remain underground. Some take on alternative identities

to avoid punishment for writing on public buildings. Graffiti artists, however,

challenge the boundaries of public property and use wall writing to visually

disseminate their messages.

Although graffiti is associated with destruction, it is also a medium of unlimited

artistic expression. Graffiti artists challenge the general consensus about the value of

art and the extent to which any space can be owned. 

Oliwia Jędrzejczyk, IICg 

A very
intriguing
history of
graffiti art



 

What do you feel when you think about school? When

students think about school, they have in their minds tests,

stress, a lot of work and so on. 

In this time we must come back to school. What do you

think? Is it a good idea?

The deputy headmaster

announces that classes IV-VII go

back to school on 17 May and

secondary schools come back in a

hybrid system. It isn’t 100% sure

decision but we still hear about

that topic. A lot of students must

rewrite all the notes. It will be

complicated if the students rebel.

Despite the fact that this topic is

highly controversial, the

government wants to introduce

the return to school anyway.

Teachers would like to teach us in

real classrooms because they have

more interactions with students. In

my view, I would like to stay at

home because I have more time to

learn than when I go to school. As

far as I know, I am not the only one

who thinks so and I prefer remote

teaching.
       

To my mind, this topic (of going

back to school) has advantages and

disadvantages but I can see more

disadvantages. Are we ready to go

to school? Are we? I wish I could

change the government’s decision

to go back to school and I think I

would be calmer then. And would

you be?

        Julia Gąsiorowska kl. IIBg



FASHION IN THE 80S

Did you know that the 1980s was a time of courage and rebellion? This boldness
and revolt could be seen above all in women's fashion. At that time women wore

jackets and tight skirts. Also, neon and vivid colours were very fashionable.
People believed that they could express their confidence through their clothing
Moreover, gaiters were fashionable in the 1980s and were worn by both men and

women. Sportswear such as leggings and bodysuits were also popular. Blouses
and jackets with voluminous buffed sleeves were revolutionary. Styling was

made complete with plastic, colourful jewelry.
As for the makeup, it was intense and expressive. Women loved dark painted

eyebrows and lips. Moreover, hairstyles were crazy as women wore teased hair.
High ponytails or very short hairstyles were in fashion. Curls were another

fashionable cut in those days.
How do you like 80s fashion? Do you like the teased hair style? Or dark lips? If

so, the trends of those years are made for you.
Julia Bugajska, IIAC 
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Did you know that the 1980s was a time of courage
and rebellion? This boldness and revolt could be
seen above all in women's fashion. At that time

women wore jackets and tight skirts. Also, neon and
vivid colours were very fashionable. People

believed that they could express their confidence
through their clothing.



How to be a real friend during the
coronavirus time?

The first tip is to be an honest person because everyone prefers a
fair friend to a fake one.
The next thing is to be sincere but remember – you shouldn't be
coarse. When our soulmate looks ugly, we should tell him or her
that he or she doesn't look well. In such a situation it would be the
best to advise him or her what to wear.
We have to support him/her all the time especially when he/she
goes through a difficult time. Watching films or TV series together
is the best idea to help the other person to make him/her forget
about problems.
Be nice every day and tell your friend nice words.
Instead of organising meetings, call your friend as often as you can
to check how she/he feels.
Remember about his or her birthday. You don't have to buy
anything big, but even a small gesture will make the other person
happy.
I hope that everyone follows these rules. If not, it is the high time
you started. 

 
 Weronika Rudek IIe
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Some advice could be useful for everyone.



Nowadays, it is very important to take care of our own health and of the people
we love. One of the most crucial aspects connected with that is a proper diet.
Although we often do not have time to take care of what we eat, we must do
something about it now!

Healthy eating is often associated with a million rules we have to remember
about and a pile of vegetables on a plate, but it is worth changing this
association. From now on, healthy eating can be something that can develop
our creativity and become a great pleasure.

The most important thing is to eat meals regularly (4-5 every 3-4 hours). What
is more, the diet should also be varied and rich in all the necessary ingredients.

What can we do to make every meal tasty, even with the products we hate the
most? A nice solution is to mix different ingredients so that the taste we like
prevails, but the nutritional values of other ingredients also reach our body. In
the form of such quick and easy-to-prepare shakes, we can even eat all our
meals. Every day we can awaken our creativity and combine different products,
keeping in mind the principles of healthy eating.

 Agnieszka Twardowska I E

How to eat healthily nowadays? 



Learning to study
with the virus

 
 

               Covid-19, one of the biggest diseases that modern humans had
to deal with, pushed itself into the life of every single person on Earth.

The virus changed almost every aspect of our lives, from working to
spending time with our families and friends. So it did with the schools

and the learning process. I'll try to cover how studying in pandemic
looks for me.

 
                6:30 am, I wake up and immediately go to the bathroom. For
me getting out of  bed early is the key to feel somehow fresh and not
tired. I dress up and go to breakfast. Around 7:45 I am all ready for the
day at school. Every school does it differently, but my lessons are 30

minutes long and every break is 15 minutes. And that's the part when it
gets a bit bizarre and sometimes even annoying. Basically the formula of

the lesson varies depending on the teacher. Some lessons are just
Librus emails, some of them are on Microsoft Teams (really faulty,

unstable studying app). Good ol' Polish education system. 
 

             Right here I would like to give some advice to every person
reading this that has to study in times of the disease. It's not the best

for the normal learning but for the e-lessons it's golden – don't take too
much on yourself. Online school is  perfect for studying the subjects

that you really care about.
The virus makes us stay home, so use this time to care about yourself,

your health and mental state. Take it easy ;^)
 

 

That's what my school looks like
 for almost one and a half year.

 

Mateusz Król II AC



"He was having so much fun with his

classmates and teacher that he didn't

want to go home!"

Not wasting food
 
 

We live in the 21st century - in a new reality full of modern solutions

and more and more ambitious plans of scientists. But are we getting

closer to living in a perfect world? As we develop in some areas, we

regress in others. Therefore, the present day is also full of threats.

There are many problems facing society nowadays. What comes to

your mind first when you think of it? However, I am particularly

paying attention to the problem of food waste. It goes without saying

that this is the real problem. 

Let me emphasise that food waste is a harmful process on the social,

economic and environmental areas. Can you imagine how huge

ranges it has? And it is enough that everyone in their own home

begins to follow a few simple rules on not wasting food. 

How to start? - it's easy! Start with your shopping list! 

The reason you throw away food is because you don't use it. Where

does this phenomenon come from? I am utterly convinced that is

because our trolleys are full of products that will simply catch our

eye. If we went to the shop and went only for what we needed,

nothing would end up in the trash later. Remember not to go hungry

to the shop. Then temptation becomes stronger and hunger

overcomes sense.

Season for seasonalIt is true that strawberries or currants taste the

best in summer, picked straight from the bush, isn’t it? What could be

better than apples eaten in the shade of colorful-leaved trees? Sure,

everyone might want some fruit in early spring, but is it worth buying

artificially grown produce just to stay in a bowl for a while and then

spoil? Personally speaking, I think that the seasonal fruits and

vegetables taste fresh and make each season unique. For those who

can't do without something sweet and natural, when it's snowing

outside, I suggest preserves. Delicious marmalades are also a way of

not wasting food.



"He was having so much fun with his

classmates and teacher that he didn't

want to go home!"

A new life for our food

Okay, but what if there are leftovers after dinner even

though we calculated the right amount per family member?

Of course, we do not throw it away! For example, you can

make tomato soup from the remaining broth. Maybe some

sweet fruit sorbet made from older fruits or a milk-based

cocktail? I can assure you that despite the unappealing

appearance, the taste will be fantastic! Do you see? All it

takes is a bit of creativity!

Less waste – serving the planet

Not wasting food is inseparable from caring for the

environment. The less waste principle, as the name suggests,

calls for us to choose products that produce as little waste as

possible. It is also a lifestyle that limits consumption. For

example, changing a shopping bag from a plastic bag to a

linen one. Don’t you agree that less is better?

The rule of FIFO

The last but not least is the rule so-called FIFO. We

understand it as “First in – first out”. What is first in our fridge

comes out first. In this way, you can combat food waste that

you may perhaps usually forget. FIFO allows us to eliminate

spoilage of products and be able to enjoy freshness for

longer.

Other ways of not wasting food can be enumerated

endlessly. More and more of them are still being created. It is

my opinion that you should start saving food now so that it

won't be too late after that.

Amelia Sujata I E

Picture made by 
Paulina Półrola kl. 1e



THIS IS MY METHOD FOR A HEALTHY
HOLIDAY FIGURE !

When do you want to have a healthy holiday figure, you must drink a lot of
water. Do not eat sweets and fast food. Do not eat fatty meat for dinner. It’s
best to go to a dietitian. If you arranged a diet alone , you might get sick.
For health, you can to start to run. When you are bored with it, plan your
training. Walk a lot and go on a bicycle trips with friends. Enjoy the
beautiful weather. When the sun is shining, you get vitamin D3. This vitamin
is responsible for bone mineralization and the proper development of the
skeletal system. You can buy supplement vitamins, you will be immune.
Swimming is the best for a healthy figure. Eat a lot of fruits and vegetables,
too.
My private healthy recipe for fruit cocktail :)

Ingredients:
-watermelon   - grape

- banana   - mango
- pear   - sunflower

- coconut milk   -leaves of mint
-lemon

Cut fruits and blend them. Add coconut milk and blend again. Pour the
cocktail into a large glass from the blender. Cut a slice of lemon and hook it
on the rim of the glass. At the end sprinkle the sunflower seeds on top of
the cocktail and it’s ready!
Enjoy your meal !

The cocktail is really fantastic , because it is an element of the plan of
eating!

Ania Barwińska II Bg
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Recipe for pasta
with sun-dried
tomato 
and chicken 

Ingredients (three people):

-a lot of sun-dried tomato (you can

cut it into cubes or add all)

-two chicken breasts

-one pack of cream 30%

-one pack of Greek cheese feta

-ca. One teaspoon of pepper 

-ca. One teaspoon of salt

-ca. Three teaspoons of garlic

-ca. Three teaspoons of herbs

-some spinach

-spaghetti pasta

First you must prepare two breasts of
chicken- wash, cut in cubes and add
pepper, salt, garlic, herbs . Cook  pasta in a
big pot for 12 minutes. Next fry ready
chicken breasts on oil from sun- dried
tomato and mix this with some spinach.
Turn off the gas and add on the pan one
pack of cream with one pack of Greek
cheese feta. Mix all of that and for the last
time add some pepper, salt, garlic, herbs.
Take this and mix with pasta. 
Enjoy your meal!

METHOD OF PREPARATION:

Natalia Zych kl. II Bg



MANY PEOPLE WONDER WHAT  IT IS LIKE
TO LIVE IN A BIG CITY.

Village 
or 
city?

Everyone wants to have the best possible housing conditions and equipment.
Living in a big city will be connected with development of technology, as well.

However, a part of the people choose small villages with quiet and peace.
Advantages of living in a big developed city are that you have plenty of options
to find a job or you can try many things. Public transport is also a big help. The

bad thing is that there are places crowded with people and technology is widely
developed there. 

Whereas in the countryside you can live closerto nature. You can live healthier
there but you don’t have any shops near houses and you must drive a long time

to the nearest store. Often the condition of the roads is not good. Formerly
people didn’t have such a big choice and settled down in the villages to find

place for pets and farm to the plants, because they earned from harvest and
slaughter of animals. Even now if there were no farms, people living in big cities

wouldn’t have any food in stores. 
In my opinion people should live both in the countryside and in a big city.

Nina Konsztat II Bg
 



HEALTHY RECIPE FOR

COLOURFUL

VEGETABLE CHIPS:

You can serve chips with garlic dip.

You need: 2 pieces of garlic, 4 spoons

of natural yoghurt, 1 spoon of

mayonnaise, 1 spoon of ketchup. You

must cut garlic in little pieces and

mix with other ingredients. If you

don't like garlic, you don't have to

use it. The dip without garlic tastes

yummy, too.

1.Wash vegetables: carrots, sweet

potatoes, celery root, parsley root,

beetroots.

2. Cut vegetables in little, long pieces.

3.Put them on the form covered with

baking paper.

4.Put the form into a  baking oven

and bake for 30 minutes in 180°C.

5.You can sometimes mix chips.

The reader 43

Put ready chips on the plate and in the middle put a bowl with garlic dip.
You can make this healthy plate with fresh vegetables like yellow, green

and red pepper, celery and carrot. 
Kinga Szczepańska II Bg

 



Writers used to be widely known because of their best artworks. Due

to this fact, they are also inclined to finish their career soon and

derive profit from their main success. 

But there is also a second kind of these artists. Those of them who have not

achieved such great success used to be more hard-working than the

former. They are less known, often forgotten, but they do not care about

this injustice. They work, and they enjoy that fact the most. It is obvious

that this kind of writer includes many people whose novels or poems are

countless. Do they not have other activities in their lives? For sure, they do.

But remember WRITING IS THEIR LIFE!

It ought also not to be forgotten that book writing is quite an important

part of modern literature. It has become an engaging and well-paid

profession. In the past it was less common, but that does not mean there

were not such prolific writers back then. 

Between Mare Suebicum and Montes Nivium we have many talented and

fertile writers - we can say with pride. 

ONCE UPON A TIME...
And I attended that party, drank mead and beer...

Despite the worse days, every old fairy tale used to end this way...
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BARTOSZ RUSIN, IICG

(to be continued in
the autumn)

I



Ferrero Rocher 
- cake recipe
 

Ingredients:

- cocoa biscuits about 55 pieces

- 1 can of chocolate butterscotch 

- 250 g of mascarpone cheese

- 400 ml heavy cream 30%

- 100g of hazelnuts

- 2 wafers with a nutty flavor 

- 1 tablespoon of powdered sugar

- for decoration - pralines, cocoa or

grated chocolate 

Manner of execution:
- Fry the nuts in a dry frying pan and then
cool them
- Put the cooled nuts between two sheets
of a paper towel and rub them to get rid of
the skin. Then chop the nuts finely
- Whip the cream until stiff, add the
mascarpone cheese and mix. Put 1/3 of the
cream in a separate bowl, add a
tablespoon of powdered sugar to it and
mix thoroughly
- To the rest of the cream add two
tablespoons of butterscotch, half of the
chopped nuts and finely crushed wafers.
We mix everything thoroughly to combine
the ingredients
- Put a layer of biscuits on the bottom of
the mold
- Put the walnut cream on the cookies
- Place another layer of biscuits on top of
the cream. Mix the butterscotch with the
remaining nuts and spread over the
cookies
- Place the last layer of biscuits and spread
the white mass with mascarpone on top.
We can decorate the cake with grated
chocolate or cocoa
- Put the cake in the fridge overnight so
that the biscuits are nicely softened
- After cutting the dough, we can
additionally decorate it with Ferrero
pralines

METHOD OF PREPARATION:

Bon appetit!!
Karolina H. IIBg



MISSION ON MARS
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June 2021  

WHAT ARE YOUR

DREAMS?

My greatest one is to go into space.
Did you know that the greatest
approximation to Mars is? Only 400
kilometers. The Tianwen-1 is the first
Chinese rocket to reach Mars.  
              

A FEW DAYS AGO...

A few days ago, a ship that had
been flying into space for several
months entered the orbit of the Red
Planet. See for yourself in the
pictures below, which were made
from the ship. 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO FLY TO SPACE?
Karolina Soczyńska kl. II Bg 

 



Football is a sport that everyone
knows. People all over the world
enjoy watching soccer games
with family because the sport
provides a lot of excitement to
its fans. It sometimes happens
that a soccer match is boring
and fans are disappointed when
they see an uninteresting sports
show. But did you know that in
the history of sports we have
had some spectacular meetings?
One of them took place on
March 30, 1946 in England. 
Two teams Stockport Country
and Doncaster Rovers faced
each other in the FA Cup for a
place in the top league. This
match was a rematch as the
teams had achieved a draw in
the first match. When the
scoreboard during the rematch
again showed a tie, the referee
decided that the players had to
play until one of the teams
scored a goal. 

The longest football
game in history

In 1946 there were no penalty kicks
when the game was tied after

regulation time. The game had to
continue until the first goal was

scored by one of the teams playing in
the game. In this match, neither team
scored a goal until the 203rd minute. 

Finally, the referee decided to end
this match with a draw once again.

This particular meeting was the
longest soccer game in the history of
the sport. Perhaps this competition
would have lasted longer, but there
was no light to illuminate the sports

field. 
Kacper Odrzywolski, IIAC 
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"He was having so much fun with his

classmates and teacher that he didn't

want to go home!"

Have you ever heard of Henry Cavill? He is from Jersey, one of the

Channel Islands in the United Kingdom. British tradition is of great

importance to him. He often mentions it on his social media. He is

passionate about cars and computer games. But most importantly, he is

a well-known actor. 

Henry is very handsome. He is not a boy, he is a man! He spends a lot

of time at the gym, which makes him a 'big' guy. He also has beautiful

brown curls, blue eyes and very regular facial features. This makes

him look like a Greek god.  

As an actor, Henry made his acting debut in the movie 'Laguna'. Then,

he was supposed to play Edward in 'Twilight', but he declined due to

his work on 'The Tudors'. In 'The Tudors' he played Charles Brandon,

the best friend of King Henry VIII. I think choosing this role paved the

way for his future career. 

Henry became very famous after playing Superman in 2013.

Moreover, his last famous production was the Netflix hit, 'The

Witcher'. After this acting role, he became really recognizable and

appreciated. As a result, he has also appeared in such films as 'Man

From U.N.C.L.E', 'Enola Holmes', 'The Count of Monte Cristo', and

'Mission Impossible: Fallout'.

I hope he will play Agent 007 in future James Bond stories!  

Maria Dudek, IICg

 

The New James
Bond?
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SUMMER
A R E  Y O U  A L R E A D Y  T H I N K I N G  A B O U T  V A C A T I O N  I N  Y O U R  H E A D ?  

I think you should know that it’s only one month to vacation. I wish I
could spend a lot of time with my family and friends. Do you want it

now?
        We are in a special time. I think you say in your head why?? It’s a

special time because we must survive until the end of school.
Although the weather isgood, we have to go to school. Sometimes

we don’t go to school because we don’t feel like it. But sometimes we
have to improve marks. I know it’s complicated. However, we go to

school and we still learn new things. 
        To my mind, a lot of students are torn. You should know that
we are in the same situation. We must support each other. I think

then we will get very good grades and we will come back to schoolin
a good mood. Take care! I believe in you!

Julia Gąsiorowska kl. II Bg

 Surprise at the end!



NATIONAL DOG DAY
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Dogs are called man’s best friend with a reason. These animals

are extremely friendly and sociable - people all over the world

love them. National Dog Day is on August 26. This holiday was

created in 2004 by Colleen Paige, a Pet & Family Lifestyle Expert

and Animal Advocate.

How to celebrate Dog Day?

It’s very easy! For example you could go to your local animal

shelter and fetch some dog food or blankets and toys. You can

also ask for taking a dog for a walk. Making a donation is a

wonderful idea, too.

If you dream of owning a dog, think about adoption first. There

are a lot of dogs that need a loving home. Of course remember

that adopting a dog is a very serious decision! Your life so far

will change by 180 degrees! Of course, for the better. 😊

If you have already had a dog, give him many cuddles this day!

Take a long walk with him and make him feel special and loved -

dogs, like humans, have feelings.

Hania Zając IIE
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Dessert with pansies 

- a few pansy flowers 

- 2 tablespoons of chia seeds 

- 150 ml of coconut milk 

- a handful of raspberries 

- a handful of loans 

Blend a handful of raspberries and pour

them into a glass. Pour coconut milk over

the chia seeds. Put everything in the fridge

for about 8 hours. Decorate with raspberries,

redcurrants and pansy flowers. 

Enjoy your meal!

It is never too late to start a healthy lifestyle. Especially in these difficult

times it is worth paying attention to healthy eating. 

Spring and summer are the seasons when we have access to many fresh fruits

and vegetables. This is the perfect time to start making changes to your diet.

By the way, we can learn to cook and have fun at the same time. You can

make colorful dishes, mix flavors and discover new ingredients. 

I think edible flowers are a very interesting thing. There are many dishes in

which we can use them, for example, to decorate them beautifully and

surprise our family and friends with them. 

Below there are two suggestions for healthy snacks.

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE 
- 400 g of strawberries 

- 1 medium banana 

- 3 kale leaves 

- 2 apples

- a leaf of mint

- 400 ml of water

Blend all ingredients together, then add the

right amount of water so that the drink is not

too thick. Finally, you can decorate the drink

with a mint leaf. 

Enjoy your meal!

JK

Colorful health



LEARNING LANGUAGES
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TRAIN YOUR BRAIN

Learning new languages is a  very
helpful way to find what we are going
to do in the future! You need to try what
makes you feel good and you have fun.
Of course, nobody is the same and there
are plenty of people who don’t like to
learn languages. And that’s             
 okay!! Do what you like and don’t force 
yourself to do something what others
like. However, when you learn new
languages, you train your brain.
 It helps with your imagination, you will
improve your memory and it slows
down aging. What an amazing thing! START

First of all, before you start
studying a new language, think
how you can do it faster and
efficiently without making it
boring. On the internet we have
many ways of how to study
correctly. Especially, when you’re
learning a new language, you
need to hear it and speak! Apps
are very helpful things. You can
practice wherever you want! For
example: Duolingo, Busuu,
Quizlet, Memrise.

June 2021  

  And much more!
You can also listen to podcasts. It’s a very

popular way to learn and be in touch with a
language.

Remember to learn the language you really
like! You must enjoy it! 

Ada Mularczyk, IIE



“Gossip Girl” premiered in September

2007 and after producing  6 seasons,

the production ended. The series is

narrated by a mysterious  blogger

Gossip Girl who is anonymous. She

describes the scandalous life of

students at a private school on the

Upper East Side of New York. 

Gossip Girl
The famous series "Gossip Girl", which is loved

by many people around the world, returns after

8 years to the screens in a new version.

"Gossip Girl" guarantees

the viewers

unforgettable emotions

and nice moments. In the

near future, a new

version of the series will

be created, in which new

characters and new

events will be presented.

The series will probably

premiere in July 2021

and will be available on

Netflix and HBO GO.

I can't wait until we

have a chance to see the

new part of "Gossip Girl"

and feel the amazing

atmosphere of living in

New York again.

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

ALEKSANDRA STANIKOWSKA KL.IIE

T H E  R E A D E R  4 3 J U N E  2 0 2 1



Answers are on the next page ;)




